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Topic Description

30m, Jakub Dominik, Rafał Wrzesniak, Marcin Sebastian Krasowski

We would like to demonstrate latest addition to SDN-R to enable handling of CM notifications in SDN-R.

Topic Overview

To be able to handle CM event in SDN-R you have to create locally VES Collector image containing schema files that will be needed for CM validation. Then you will be able to send the CM event and persist it to the Elasticsearch or MariaDB database. The choice of database will depend on your configuration.

Slides & Recording

YouTube

Please indicate your session type in the blank space below and then remove this Info field.

- Demo / Informational (non-interactive)
- You may be asked to pre-record this session which will be made available on-demand.
- Live Interactive Session

LFN Staff may elect to publish some videos to YouTube. Please indicate here if you do not want your session to be published to YouTube.

CM_handling_lfn.pptx

Session recording:

video141...0591.mp4

CM handling tutorial on wiki:

https://wiki.onap.org/display/DW/CM+handling+guide
Agenda

CM notification handling in SDN-R:
  - Goal
  - Previous state
  - Sample use case
  - Preconditions
  - High level overview
  - Abstraction and validation

Minutes

1/ Description of the problem and solution
2/ Short demo of the developed functionality
3/ Questions

Action Items